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IFAW rescues animals throughout the world. We’ve been involved in 
the responses to countless disasters, saving thousands of animals. 

Recently, we worked with community leaders in Jajce, Bosnia-
Herzegovina to address their roaming dogs issue. The municipal dog 
shelter there was a disaster, and we helped the community realize 
their goal to close that dreadful place and rehome its 66 dogs.

Read about this rescue effort, as well as other great success stories 
from our programs, in this issue.

With sincere gratitude,

Azzedine Downes 
President
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You could hear the yelps, barks, and 
whines before you could see them — 
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bedding. Fed primarily on white bread, 
the dogs lacked adequate nutrition, 
veterinary care, and crucial human 
interaction. They had little hope of ever 
being adopted.

This was the grim situation at the 
municipal shelter in Jajce, Bosnia-
Herzegovina.
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New Lives for 
Bosnian Shelter Dogs

Like many places around the world, 
Jajce is faced with public safety issues 
caused by roaming dogs. IFAW has 
been working in Jajce for over a year 
through a partnership with the United 
Nations Development Program, to 
help the community address problems 
related to roaming dogs. This work is 
part of IFAW’s Humane Community 
Development Program, assisting 
communities to create long-term, 
sustainable plans to improve the 
relationship between people and  
their dogs. 
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After drafting a plan, community 
members realized the town lacked 
the resources to make their shelter a 
functional and happy place for dogs. 
Instead of continuing to house dogs 
indefinitely, without adequate care or a 
chance to be rehomed, the community 
decided to permanently shut down the 
shelter. 

So IFAW partnered with the German 
organization Streunerglück (literally 
“stray luck”), which would coordinate 
the fostering and adoption of the 
dogs. The IFAW team would evacuate 
the shelter and transport the dogs 
from Jajce, first to quarantine for 
three weeks, and then on to their final 
destinations across Germany and 
Austria. 

We delivered the dogs to a quarantine 
shelter in northern Bosnia-Herzegovina, 
just a few miles from the border with 
Croatia. Here, they received checkups 
from a veterinarian, and some were 
sterilized to prevent unwanted puppies. 
Best of all, they received daily walks 
and as much affection as our team 
could possibly dole out.

We expected the young puppies, who 
have never really had much human 
interaction, to be fearful and wild. But 
once they were freed from the confines 
of the shelter, they blossomed into 
extremely sociable dogs, and proved 

they would be perfect companions for 
the dog lovers waiting to adopt them.

After three weeks in quarantine, we 
traveled through Croatia, Slovenia, 
and Austria, and finally into drop-off 
points in Germany, where people 
were gathered, awaiting the precious 
deliveries.

The community members were proud 
of this moment, pleased with the 
knowledge that this shelter would no 
longer harbor suffering. And 66 dogs 
were now living comfortably in adoptive 
homes or in foster care waiting for their 
chance to find a new permanent family.

Sarabi
Emma Helmut/Nemo Fibi

The most isolated dog in the shelter, left alone to 
live in a house apart from the others, probably for 
years, Sarabi made such an impact on IFAW staff 
that she made the first trip to quarantine on the 
lap of one of her rescuers.

Born to a shelter dog, Emma had begun her own 
life on the end of a chain, which became too 
small around her neck as she grew, and cut into 
her skin. She was terrified of everything. During 
the three weeks in quarantine, she learned to 
bounce, play, and trot beautifully on a leash 
during long walks in the countryside.

Helmut arrived at quarantine feeling terrified 
and untrusting. We worked with him every day, 
sitting next to his cage, feeding him treats and 
scratching his neck, even eventually sitting in 
his cage with him. By the one week mark, he 
was standing at the front of his cage to greet us 
and ask for treats and snuggles. His new owners 
renamed him Nemo.

This momma dog had somehow escaped her 
chain to have her puppies in an old drain culvert, 
filled with mud and almost completely hidden 
by foliage. We enlisted Fibi to help us coax each 
puppy out of the culvert, so that we could move 
them to a warm, dry, safe place. It took nearly 
three hours, but we finally got Fibi and her seven 
three-week old puppies to safety.

Meet Some of the Dogs of Our Epic Move

CLICK HERE TO HELP

https://www.ifaw.org/united-states/secure/donate-now-woa
http://www.ifaw.org/united-states/news/fearful-bosnian-dog%E2%80%99s-transformation
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IFAW in India
Helping many animals 
in many different ways

India has some of the most varied ecosystems of any country. 
It’s also home to an incredibly rich diversity of animals.  
IFAW’s work in India includes animal 
rescues and rehabilitation, public 
outreach and education about animal 
issues, and helping stop illegal wildlife 
trade.

Since 2014, we’ve released 38 bear 
cubs into the forests of Arunachal 
Pradesh and Assam. 

Rescuing Wildlife
We run two Rescue Centers in India 
where injured and orphaned wild 
animals are cared for until they are 
healthy enough to be released back to 
their native wild habitats.  

The IFAW Bear Rescue Center was 
founded in 2005 and is run jointly by 
IFAW – Wildlife Trust of India (WTI) and 
Arunachal Pradesh Forest Department. 
The Center rescues Asiatic black bears 
and cares for them until they’re able to 
survive on their own in the wild.  

Disaster Response
As soon as the monsoon rains begin, 
our dedicated teams from the Wildlife 
Rescue Center prepare to rush to save 
wild animals impacted by the flooding. 
We’ve rescued and cared for iconic 
wild species affected by flooding, from 
elephants to rhinos to deer. 

Family pets and farm animals can also 
be affected by flooding. In December 
2015, severe flooding in the Chennai 
region caused hundreds of human 
deaths and widespread devastation to 
buildings and crops. 

Our rescue teams rushed to Chennai 
and Cuddalore to care for cats and 
dogs, and to feed stranded cows, pigs, 
goats and hens. We were able to help 
more than 1,000 animals thanks to 
generous support from our donors.

Celebrating Wildlife
In October 2015, a team from IFAW 
and WTI organized various fun-filled 
activities for school students in Assam 
to raise awareness about wildlife 
conservation. 

More than 2,000 children participated 
in the event, which included 
documentary films about animals, a 
popular science talk, quizzes, and 
even a drawing contest at the Regional 
Science Center (RSC) in Khanapara. 

These events around Kaziranga and 
in Guwahati aim to inspire future 
generations to take action to protect 
India’s extensive natural heritage.

The IFAW Wildlife Rescue Center is 
on the outskirts of Kaziranga National 
Park in Assam. We care for a wide 
range of species including orphaned 
elephant and rhino calves, wild 
buffaloes, tigers, leopards, deer, birds 
and small carnivores.  

Some of the animals may be victims 
of natural disasters, while others may 
be seized from the illegal trade of wild 
animals, or be injured or orphaned as a 
result of human activities like poaching.  
All of them receive expert care based 
on their individual needs as well as the 
best methods for rehabilitating their 
species.

A mobile app to help wildlife
An app created by IFAW allows Bhutan’s customs officials 
to search for a species, see images of it, and learn basic 
information including its territories and legal protection status. 
The app also includes images of products that might be made 
from the species, and the app has a built-in message system so 
users can share vital information.

We’re awaiting the final version of the app, but the Bhutan 
government has already announced that it plans on deploying it 
as part of their wildlife trade control initiatives. 

CLICK HERE TO HELP

https://www.ifaw.org/united-states/secure/donate-now-woa
http://www.ifaw.org/united-states/news/two-rehabilitated-rhinos-released-wild-manas
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On May 14, 1990, I started at the 
International Fund for Animal Welfare.

I was a brash, wide-eyed 25-year-old 
joining an organization that had already 
helped launch the modern animal 
welfare movement. 

Since then, I guess you could say we 
grew up together.

IFAW and I have celebrated successes. 
Learned from failures. And above all 
else kept fighting to create a global, 
culturally sensitive movement that cares 
for animals. 

Asian wildlife, and witnessing the 
courage of IFAW’s pioneering staff as 
they opened a small, lonely outpost 
that has grown to become our world 
renowned Beijing office.

…  Struggling to save a pod of 
stranded whales. Hearing them 
suffer. Arguing with “experts” who 
claimed that rescues were impossible, 
and celebrating each whale and 
dolphin release since then as we built 
a world-renowned Marine Rescue 
Network and proved that whales and 
dolphins don’t have to suffer and die.

…  The overwhelming magnitude of 
Hurricane Katrina. The lost pets, 
the anguished owners, dedicated 
rescuers … and the powerful coalition 
we helped form in the aftermath to 
ensure NO animal is left behind when 
disaster strikes.

…  The excitement of bringing new 
life to African parks after the ivory 
wars of the 80s. The anguish of 
seeing the slaughter return. And 
today’s anticipation as we seem to 
be turning the corner once again 
with China and the US announcing 
crackdowns on illegal wildlife trade 
combined with IFAW’s revolutionary 
project to stop poachers before they 
kill again.

I remember a time when IFAW was still 
isolated and struggling to be heard. 
Now we are known and respected for 
building powerful partnerships that reach 
beyond the animal community to enlist 
humanitarian and conservation groups, 
police, national security and corporations 
to present practical and lasting solutions 
for animals and people.

It’s not easy and it takes time. Perhaps 
that’s why I often remember the advice 
IFAW founder Brian Davies gave me 
when he first asked me to take over our 
seal campaign so many years ago.

At the top of the page he had written 
five simple words: “AJ, make this your 
motto…”

Persistence

“  Nothing in this world can take the place of 
persistence.

  Talent will not; nothing is more common 
than unsuccessful men with talent.

  Genius will not; unrewarded genius is 
almost a proverb.

  Education will not; the world is full of 
educated derelicts.

  Persistence and determination alone are 
omnipotent.”

Anyone can make a difference and 
change the world. We simply have to 
be committed to a cause, a sacred 
trust, to protect the animals for future 
generations.

A Quarter Century 
of Persistence

When I look back over the years, I’m 
overcome by a flood of memories:

…  The transcendent beauty of the 
ice and the peace of the harp seal 
nurseries. My heartbreak when 
Canada restarted the seal hunt and 
I confronted the cruelty with my own 
eyes. My joy when the Canadian (and 
Russian) hunts collapsed again.

…  My first trip to Asia. Seeing cats 
and dogs brutally beaten. Fighting 
to help save them. Helping launch 
the campaign to save endangered 

AJ Cady, a long-time member of 
the IFAW team reflects on the 
development of the movement and 
the cause of fighting for animals

CLICK HERE TO HELP

https://www.ifaw.org/united-states/secure/donate-now-woa
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Rescuing Birds 
of Prey

Peering through the wooden aviary 
doors’ peep-holes at the Beijing Raptor 
Rescue Center (BRRC), you find the 
intense stare of eagles, falcons, hawks 
and owls looking back at you. 

Why are these birds here?

As the Chinese capital – home to 
roughly 25 million people and in 
the middle of the migration route of 
many bird species – has continued 
to develop, birds continuously face 
a myriad of challenges. These range 
from loss of habitat and towering 
crystal skyscrapers, to humans 
poisoning them, capturing them for 
illegal falconry, or shooting at them.

Whatever the reason, there’s a team 
of dedicated staff ready to help at a 
moment’s notice.

In the last 15 years, BRRC has 
rescued, rehabilitated and released 
more than 4,200 birds of prey.

One of the most dramatic cases 
recently was that of a common 
buzzard, who arrived so weak he could 
not even stand up. After stabilizing the 
bird, he started to jump and run ‘like a 
chicken’ but was still unable to fly.

The staff was stumped until they did 
a full health check and X-ray and 
found two metal pellets lodged in his 
shoulder and another in his neck. The 
hapless bird had been shot at and 
came very close to dying. The staff 
operated on the bird and removed 
the pellets. They sutured the common 
buzzard in the morning and by 
afternoon, it started flying again.

It took eight months for the bird to fully 
recover from a long list of ailments 
that included soft tissue wounds from 
the pellets, a fracture, anorexia, and 
feather damage.

In addition to carrying out rescues, 
staff still take time to host presentations 
at the center. Dozens of middle-school 
children learned about the challenges 
raptors face and were introduced 
to wildlife protection and animal 
welfare issues.

On a beautiful and sunny day, the 
common buzzard, a booted eagle 
and a northern goshawk took to the 
skies again, free at last. After 15 years 
of rescuing raptors, this was the first 
time the staff released raptors from the 
Great Wall of China. A truly memorable 
experience and symbolic of how 
animal welfare is taking hold of a new 
generation in China.

The Beijing Raptor Rescue 
Center celebrates 15 years 
of rehabilitating and 

releasing more than 
4,000 birds

CLICK HERE TO HELP

https://www.ifaw.org/united-states/secure/donate-now-woa
http://www.ifaw.org/united-states/news/beijing-raptor-rescue-center-celebrating
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Slowing Down Ships
A new report card system is evaluating 
commercial ships’ speed limit compliance

IFAW has partnered with the US 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) and 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
to recognize responsible shipping 
companies whose ships slow down to 
10 knots or less to dramatically reduce 
the risk to whales.

A new IFAW “Report Card” project 
conducted careful analysis of 
shipping company compliance with 
speed limits inside the Stellwagen 
Bank National Marine Sanctuary 
off the coast of Massachusetts. At 
an awards ceremony in Boston just 
before “Earth Day,” IFAW, NOAA and 
EPA representatives were pleased to 
honor a few shipping companies for 
their demonstrated commitment to 
protecting endangered whales and 
other marine species.

At any given time, more than 60,000 
commercial cargo ships, tankers and 
cruise ships ply the world’s ocean.

IFAW has worked positively and 
proactively with top scientists, shipping 
companies, cruise lines, harbor pilots 
and mariners worldwide to develop 
practical solutions to the persistent 
ship strike threat.

From our long-term efforts to save 
endangered North Atlantic Right 
Whales swimming up and down the 
East coast of the United States, to our 
efforts to protect whales along the 
Pacific coast of North America. From 
our ongoing work in the Harauki Gulf 
of New Zealand and on Australia’s 
Great Barrier Reef to our work studying 
whales in the shipping lanes off the 
coast of Sri Lanka. IFAW is leading the 
way toward a safer world for whales 
and sustainable commercial shipping. 
This painstaking, science-based work 
makes a real difference for whales. 

Our planet’s whales face more threats 
today than ever. The most obvious 

of these is the killing of whales for 
commercial trade for their parts and 
products, a cruel and outmoded 
practice abandoned in the last 
century by all but three countries – 
Japan, Iceland and Norway. Other 
risks to whale species worldwide 
include entanglement in fishing gear, 
pollution of marine habitats from toxic 
chemicals, plastics and even ocean 
noise, and dramatic changes to water 

temperature and composition brought 
about by global climate change and 
ocean acidification.

While ship strikes are but one of many 
threats, we are confident that this 
compliance rating system will yield 
tangible results for the safety of whales.

For more on this inspiring project go 
to www.ifaw.org/whales

A humpback whale feeds in the waters of the 
Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary.

CLICK HERE TO HELP

https://www.ifaw.org/united-states/secure/donate-now-woa
http://www.ifaw.org/united-states/news/watch-sonic-sea-scientists-and-stars-call-save-whales-noise
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Almost everyone who supports 
IFAW will, at some time, have been 
invited to join one of our regular 
monthly giving programs; to become 
a Champion for Animals, or a Pet 
Rescue Partner.

Of course, all of our supporters are 
vital to our mission, and IFAW is 
blessed with thousands of committed 
supporters around the world. We’re 
totally dependent on the compassion 
and generosity of caring people to help 
us rescue, protect and care for animals 
wherever they need us. Without these 
kind people we couldn’t save a single 
animal - let alone the hundreds of 
thousands of animals that benefit from 
their donations every year.

The magic of monthly gifts
Many supporters have chosen to 
provide us with regular donations, 
that are paid to us automatically from 
their bank. In the charity world, donors 
who give this way are referred to as 
“Sustainers”. The predictable and 
reliable donations literally help sustain 
the charity.

For IFAW, the magic of these regular 
donations is that - small or large – when 
combined, they provide us with income 

we can count on; that we can predict … 
and that we know will always be there  
to help the animals when we have to 
move quickly.

Giving this way is also very popular with 
our supporters too. Not only is it an easy 
and convenient way to help animals, it’s 
also a way to give regular gifts at a level 
they can afford. There are no checks to 
write, no postage stamps to find, and 
there’s no need to visit the post office.

IFAW has been running monthly giving 
programs for over 30 years - and 
amazingly some of the earliest monthly 
supporters are still with us. Over the 
decades their donations have helped us 
achieve so much for animals in need. 

Surviving the tough times
There are times when these regular 
automatic donations helped us cope 
with some major challenges. The first 
time we fully realized the importance  
and value of the automatic donations 
was following the terrorist attacks on  
the World Trade Center in the US on 
September 11, 2001. Perhaps unknown 
to most is that following this event, many 
flights were grounded for weeks. Postal 
systems – so important to our way of 
raising funds - were in disarray. 

These events had a dramatic impact on 
our ability to keep up our lifesaving work 
with the animals. It was our Champions 
for Animals, and other supporters who 
had set up regular automatic monthly 
payments, that gave us the ability to 
continue to help animals until things 
returned to normal.

Unity really is strength!
Thanks to our “Sustainers”, we’re able 
to commit to long term projects with 
confidence. We can rush to the scene of 
natural and man-made disasters, secure 
in our ability to provide the help and 
resources needed to save hundreds, 
even thousands, of animals. These 
gifts also help support our long-term 
projects in Africa and Asia to protect 
the remaining elephants and combat 
poaching of wildlife. 

There’s so much we can do as a direct 
result of thousands of our supporters 

making regular monthly gifts.

The joining together of so many people 
making regular donations makes a huge 
impact on our mission to help suffering 
animals. 

Regular gifts save lives … 
regularly
If you are one of our Champions for 
Animals, or a Pet Rescue Partner, thank 
you so much for your kind and generous 
support. As you can see, you’re making 
a real difference for the animals.

If you haven’t yet joined our monthly 
giving program, I hope that this article 
will encourage you to join us as a 
Champion for Animals when you receive 
an invitation.

Puppies rescued after the Haiti earthquake in 
2010. Regular monthly donations enabled us to 
stay in Haiti for over 18 months and helped us treat 
over 50,000 animals with our mobile clinic.

After Hurricane Katrina struck the USA, IFAW 
helped care for over 7,000 lost or abandoned 
cats, dogs and other animals, reuniting many 
with their owners. Regular monthly gifts helped 
make this possible.

Regular monthly donations 
help support all our lifesaving 
work with animals.

You can become a 
Champion for Animals by visiting 

www.ifaw.org/donate 
and choosing the 

“automatic monthly payment” option.

The amazing lifesaving power 
of “Sustainers”

CLICK HERE TO HELP

https://www.ifaw.org/united-states/secure/donate-now-woa
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China-Africa Wildlife 
Ambassadors Travel 
to Africa 

Rehabilitated Tigress 
Has Cubs in the Wild 

INTERPOL 
Makes Wildlife 
Trade Arrests, Seizures

IFAW Speaks for 
Animals During 
Climate Change Talks 

Sending Animal Welfare Advocates to Youth Forum 

In addition to anchoring shows on China 
Central Television, Yue Zhang is also an 
animal advocate. She formed China’s first 
animal welfare foundation, TA Foundation, and 
became its president.

Yue Zhang was one of the first Key Opinion 
Leaders who joined IFAW’s campaign, “Give 
Peace to Elephants, Say No to Ivory” and was 
the first to lead a group of Chinese wildlife 
ambassadors to Kenya in an IFAW initiative 
aiming to mobilize Chinese communities in 
Africa to reject wildlife crime.

Rare footage of the rehabilitated tigress 
Zolushka (Cinderella in Russian) playing with 
her two new cubs in Bastak Reserve in Far 
East Russia reveals that she has been able 
to reproduce in the wild. Zolushka herself 
was rescued as a cub in 2012, rehabilitated 
by the International Fund for Animal Welfare 
(IFAW) and a coalition of NGOs. Post-release 
monitoring with satellite/radio collars and the 
camera traps is essential to ensuring that we 
are successful in preparing rescued animals 
to thrive in the wild.

An INTERPOL-led operation targeting 
ivory trafficking in Africa has resulted 
in 376 arrests, the seizure of 4.5 tons 
of elephant ivory and rhino horn and 
the investigation of 25 criminal groups 
involved in the illicit trade. Operation 
Worthy II involved law enforcement across 
11 African countries: Ethiopia, Kenya, 
Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, South 
Africa, Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania, 
Uganda and Zambia. Operation Worthy II 
was supported by The Wildcat Foundation 
and IFAW.

IFAW CEO Azzedine Downes and IFAW 
honorary board member and UN Messenger 
of Peace, Jane Goodall, Ph.D., DBE 
appeared at the Cite des Sciences in Paris 
during recent climate talks among 200 of 
the world’s nations. Together, they hosted a 
discussion on what climate change will mean 
for elephants and primates.

In our veterinary clinics that serve remote 
Canadian communities, we spent three days 
with 40 hours of surgery, providing spay/
neuter and other vet services to more than 
200 dogs and puppies and cats. Our new 
IFAW van makes easy work of carrying 
equipment, donated dog food and dog 
houses through 1500 miles of driving.

After an extensive search for deserving 
applicants, IFAW is sending 30 aspiring 
conservationists, aged 18 to 25, from around 
the world to the first-ever Youth Forum for 
People and Wildlife in Johannesburg, South 
Africa this September. The forum will be 
held immediately prior to the world’s biggest 

conservation gathering, the 17th meeting 
of the Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species (CITES). This unique 
opportunity will allow these young people to 
interact with peers and mentors from around 
the world and establish their generation’s 
future policy makers and advocates.

Brief news of IFAW’s recent activities 
and successes around the world

Animal matters

CANADANorthern Dogs 
Spring Clinics Begin 
with New Van 

AFRICA

CLICK HERE TO HELP

https://www.ifaw.org/united-states/secure/donate-now-woa
http://www.ifaw.org/united-states/news/youth-forum-people-and-wildlife-announces


A Huge Victory for Lions!

Wildlife advocates are thrilled by the news of 
meaningful protections for African lions under 
the US Endangered Species Act (ESA).

This much-anticipated declaration came less 
than six months after the world mourned the 
death of Cecil the Lion, who was killed by a 
Minnesota dentist in what was believed to 
be an illegal hunt in Hwange National Park in 
Zimbabwe.

While the listing cannot address all threats to 
lions, a rule from the listing would require strict 
permits for the import of sport-hunted lion 
trophies, which would only be issued for lions 
originating from countries with a scientifically 
sound management plan for the species.

IFAW was one of the original authors of the 
petition to list African lions under the ESA, 
was one of the first organizations to call for 
USFWS to act on the listing after the Cecil the 
Lion killing last summer, and has long been 
an advocate for Panthera leo in a variety of 
arenas.

As few as 20,000 lions roam Africa today, 
down from nearly 450,000 in the mid-century. 
It is believed that they have declined 60 
percent over the past three decades alone.

Thanks to the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), lions are finally 
protected from US trophy hunters.
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Zambia Elephant Orphan 
Gaining Independence
Tafika spends his first full day away from the release facility 
keepers, joining the Elephant Orphanage Project release herd 
roaming Zambia’s Kafue National Park. 
For orphan elephants, the quest for 
independence on the journey back to 
the wild is a much anticipated one.

Now seven years old, orphan Tafika 
played with fellow elephants and 
overnighted outside of the gates of 
the elephant boma. This behavior 
was a milestone in his journey back 
to the wild.

Tafika has come a long way since he 
was orphaned at only nine months old, 
when his herd had rampaged through 
a village and in the commotion he fell 
into a pit latrine and was abandoned. 
At such a young age he was very 
milk dependent and would not have 
survived without help. 

As Tafika had grown older, he had 
been displaying aggressive behavior 
towards Maramba, a five-year-
old male. The staff interpreted this 
behavior as frustration over a lack of 
playmates of the same age.

The release herd remained close to 
camp in areas that Tafika knew well 
(and therefore he knows the way 
home). He could have returned to the 
elephant boma and the safety of the 
keepers if he felt unsure of his decision.

While Tafika has returned to the 
release facility at press time, staff must 
carefully monitor his progression back 
to the wild.

CLICK HERE TO HELP

https://www.ifaw.org/united-states/secure/donate-now-woa
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We first heard of nine-year-old Bria Neff 
when one of her lion pictures won an 
Animal Action Education contest. “I read 
about all of the endangered animals, and I 
couldn’t believe what is happening to these 
wonderful creatures,” she says. “I want to ... 
give them a face so they don’t disappear.”

The Sioux Falls, South Dakota resident, 
who markets her work on her web site 
pigtailsart.com and Facebook page 
“Faces of the Endangered,” pledged at the 
beginning of 2016 to sell 40 paintings to 

raise $3,000 for IFAW. (She had already 
donated $1,200 before making the pledge.)

In February, a local gallery held a show 
featuring Bria, and IFAW’s Mark Hofberg 
personally awarded Bria an Animal Hero pin 
one day at the gallery. In April, Facebook 
Stories featured her as one of the people on 
the social media site doing positive things. 
Her work has received many accolades and 
awards from around the world. 

Painting for Wildlife

Thank you, Bria, for your generosity!
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